VINCE FLYNN’S MITCH RAPP SERIES

Vince Flynn was an American author who created one of contemporary fiction’s most popular heroes: CIA counterterrorist agent Mitch Rapp, featured in thirteen of Flynn’s highly-praised political thrillers. Flynn died in 2013. The novel series continues with Kyle Mills as the author.

Mitch Rapp is an under-cover CIA counter-terrorism agent, whose primary focus is thwarting Muslim terrorist attacks on the United States. He is as an aggressive operative who is willing to take measures that are more extreme than might be considered commonly acceptable and he hates red tape and procedural delays. Officially, Rapp has nothing to do with the U.S. government; rather, he is referred to in the business as a private contractor.

The books in this series are shelved in the Fiction section on the second floor arranged on the shelves by the author’s last name. The titles in this series may be available in all formats (hardbound or paperback print editions; large print editions; and, CD audiobooks) at this library or through the Minuteman Library network. Ask a Reference Librarian if you need help in locating a title.

Transfer of Power (1999) - While he is doing a covert operation in Iran, CIA operative Mitch Rapp discovers a possible terrorist attack planned for the nation's capital to happen in the near future.

The Third Option (2001) - Sinister forces wish to discredit the existing CIA chief and deputy chief as a part of a power struggle. Their perfect plan: set up top CIA operative Mitch Rapp on a "third option" mission to fail, and let Rapp take the blame.

Separation of Power (2002) - In the Middle East, Saddam Hussein is developing nuclear weapons and Israel vows to launch a preemptive strike if the nuke is ever completed. The President summons Mitch Rapp and asks him to assemble a team to infiltrate Saddam Hussein’s nuclear weapons production facility to destroy it with a two-week deadline.

Executive Power (2003) - A disgruntled congressman sets up Mitch Rapp for death by outing him as a CIA operative on national TV. Now Mitch Rapp must be ever alert, while attempting to plug a leak in the State Department that led to an ambush of a US Navy SEAL team in the Philippines.

Memorial Day (2004) - Mitch Rapp leads a raid on an Al Qaeda stronghold on the Afghanistan-Pakistan border, and discovers that Al Qaeda has obtained a nuclear weapon, and the target is Washington DC, on Memorial Day.

Consent to Kill (2005) - A Saudi billionaire vows vengeance on Mitch Rapp after his son was killed by Rapp during an attempt to detonate a nuclear device in Washington DC.
Act of Treason (2006) – Mitch Rapp uncovers a conspiracy by very high officials to rig a presidential election by launching a false terrorist attack on one of the candidates.

Protect and Defend (2007) -- Rapp has a plan to thwart the Iranians, who threaten to unleash a worldwide terrorist attack and embarrass them by exposing their lies at the U.N. General Assembly while fighting off a Palestinian terrorist.

Extreme Measures (2008) -- Mitch Rapp goes on an assignment in Afghanistan, to fight against the jihads and their culture of death while trying to save the world from a terrorism cell.

Pursuit of Honor (2009) – Rapp swings into action after a series of explosions devastated Washington, D.C., targeting the National Counterterrorism Center and killing 185 people, including public officials and CIA employees.

American Assassin (2010) -- This novel reveals Rapp's early years and follows the formation of a new group of clandestine operatives headed by Irene Kennedy as they seek to stem the rise of Islamic terrorism before it reaches American shores.

Kill Shot (2012) -- Mitch Rapp is on a deadly mission to hunt down the men responsible for the Pan Am Lockerbie terrorist attack.

The Last Man (2012) -- An invaluable CIA asset has gone missing, and with him, secrets that in the wrong hands could prove disastrous. The director of the CIA, has dispatched Rapp to Afghanistan to find the missing agent at all costs.

The Survivor (2015) -- Top secret data has been stolen from the CIA, and the only man who knows its hiding place is dead. CIA operative Mitch Rapp must race to find the classified information before his killers can find and use the information.

Order to Kill (by Kyle Mills) (2016) -- Rapp heads to Pakistan where he finds himself chasing false leads from continent to continent in an effort to keep Pakistani nukes from falling into the hands of terrorists.

Enemy of the State (by Kyle Mills) (2017) -- Mitch Rapp is given a dangerous mission by the President himself: find out which high-level Saudis are involved in funneling money to ISIS and kill them. Rapp faces danger on all sides as he will get no support from the United States.
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